INTRODUCTION {#sec0005}
============

Parkinson's disease (PD) is the second most common neurodegenerative disease with an estimated annual incidence of 160 per 100,000 for those over 65 years of age \[[@ref001]\] and a lifetime risk of 2.0% and 1.3% for men and women respectively \[[@ref002]\]. PD's main features are bradykinesia in combination with either rest tremor, rigidity, or both, and responsiveness to dopaminergic therapy \[[@ref003]\]. Furthermore, PD is associated with an increased mortality ratio of approximately 1.5 when compared to the general population, as shown by a recent systematic review including a meta-analyses of 9 incidence cohorts \[[@ref004]\]. However, synthesis of results on factors related to overall mortality in this same meta-analysis was hampered by heterogeneity in study methods, prompting the authors to state that new high quality research on mortality in PD is needed. Furthermore, to the knowledge of the authors, no earlier studies focused on factors affecting mortality related to Parkinson's disease, as opposed to overall or all-cause mortality. We therefore aim to evaluate both overall and PD-related mortality in a well-defined sample of newly diagnosed PD patients with complete mortality follow-up exceeding 13 years.

METHODS {#sec0010}
=======

Subjects {#sec0015}
--------

Patients were recruited from six neurology outpatient clinics in the Netherlands between July 2002 and April 2005. Exclusion criteria were age of 85 years or older, insufficient command of the Dutch language, global cognitive decline, and the presence of somatic illness with a life expectancy of less than 1 year. Patients could be referred for inclusion by their treating neurologist after a (new) PD diagnosis. Neurological examination by a movement disorders specialist was part of the screening procedure before inclusion in order to check PD diagnosis according to standard criteria \[[@ref005]\]. The cohort is described in more detail elsewhere \[[@ref006]\]. [Figure 1](#jpd-9-jpd191652-g001){ref-type="fig"} shows the inclusion process. The final study population consisted of 133 consecutive patients with newly diagnosed PD.

![Inclusion process. \*) That is, PD turned out to be diagnosed before initiation of the cohort. Abbreviations: MSA (multiple system atrophy), ET (essential tremor), PSP (progressive supranuclear palsy), DLB (dementia with Lewy bodies).](jpd-9-jpd191652-g001){#jpd-9-jpd191652-g001}

Procedure {#sec0020}
---------

Baseline measures included age, sex, Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale motor examination (UPDRS-III) \[[@ref007]\] in best state, Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) \[[@ref008]\], daily antiparkinson medication use in levodopa equivalent dose (LED) \[[@ref009]\], and Level II PD-MCI (with operationalization as described in Broeders et al.) \[[@ref010]\]. The UPDRS-III was divided into part A and B according to Levy \[[@ref012]\], with levodopa responsive items under part A and non-levodopa responsive items under part B. PD diagnosis was checked by a neurologist specialized in movement disorders at 3 and 5-year follow-up. Mortality status was derived to the exact date from a centralized database on May 11th 2018. Therefore, for each patient, either the date of mortality was retrieved, or the patient was registered to be alive at May 11th 2018, except for a single patient who was censored after 13 years of follow-up due to emigration.

Standard protocol approvals, registrations, and patient consents {#sec0025}
----------------------------------------------------------------

Written informed consent was obtained from all participants. The institutional review boards of the participating hospitals approved the study.

Statistical methods {#sec0030}
-------------------

### Missing data {#sec0035}

Multiple imputation was used to account for missing data as implemented in the *mice* package \[[@ref013]\] in R statistical software \[[@ref014]\]. Twenty imputations were created within the original studies using predictive mean matching for numeric variables and logistic regression for dichotomous variables. The imputation models included the baseline measures, event status at end of study (*i.e.* alive/deceased), and the Nelson Aalen estimate of the cumulative baseline hazard \[[@ref015]\]. All analyses were performed on the imputed data and pooled using Rubin's rules \[[@ref016]\], unless stated otherwise.

### Overall mortality {#sec0040}

A Cox proportional hazards model was used to evaluate the effect of baseline variables on all-cause mortality. The implementations in the *survival* package \[[@ref017]\] and *rms* package \[[@ref019]\] for R software were used for this purpose. Time was measured in years from baseline up to time of death or censoring (*i.e.* end of follow-up). Covariates included age, sex, UPDRS-III Levy A and B, LED, and PD-MCI. Possibly non-linear contributions of the covariates were evaluated using restricted cubic splines with four knots. A global test for non-linear contributions was performed by likelihood ratio testing of a model including all non-linear contributions versus a model containing none. Proportionality was assessed using Scaled Schoenfeld residuals. Model performance was measured by means of the C-statistic and corrected for optimism by means of bootstrapping with 10 imputations within each of 2000 bootstrap samples.

### PD-related mortality {#sec0045}

Life tables for the Dutch population were available from the Dutch Central Bureau for Statistics (CBS) by age, sex, and year \[[@ref020]\]. The individual observed all-cause mortality data were transformed to a new scale accounting for the expected mortality in the general population based on age, sex, and year of baseline assessment. This approach is described in detail elsewhere \[[@ref021]\], is implemented in the *relsurv* package \[[@ref023]\] for R software, and allows for use of standard survival approaches on the transformed data. Therefore, the same approach as for all-cause mortality was followed, but using transformed survival data after correction for non-PD-related mortality (*i.e.* expected mortality in the general population).

Data Availability Statement {#sec0050}
---------------------------

For the purposes of replicating procedures and results, necessary data not available in the article will be shared with other investigators on request.

RESULTS {#sec0055}
=======

Baseline characteristics and descriptive statistics of overall survival {#sec0060}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Four patients turned out to have disease other than PD on follow-up, leaving 129 for analyses. Median time between first PD diagnosis and baseline measurement was 3.3 months (IQR 2.3--6.1 months and range (0.7 to 12.5 months). Missing data occurred for LED (1 case), MMSE (2 cases), and PD-MCI status (9 cases). The majority of patients was male (72/129 or 56%). Median age at baseline was 68.2 years (IQR 58.6--74.1), median UPDRS-III at baseline was 16 points (IQR 11--22), and 36.4% of patients had PD-MCI at baseline. LED was zero for 46 patients and the median for the remaining patients was 220 mg (IQR 150--300 mg). Therefore, the majority of patients was already on levodopa treatment, as started by their treating neurologist, before their baseline measurement. The minimum duration of follow-up conditional on survival was 13.0 years. The average and total duration of follow-up over all patients were 10.3 and 1327 years respectively. Eighty-five subjects died during follow-up. Median survival time was 11.8 years with a 95% confidence interval of 10.0 to 13.4. [Figure 2](#jpd-9-jpd191652-g002){ref-type="fig"} shows the Kaplan-Meier curve for the cohort, together with expected survival in the general population. The observed survival in PD was clearly lower than expected for the general population.

![Survival in Parkinson's disease versus the general population. Kaplan-Meier curve for the cohort (solid) with 95% confidence interval (dashed) versus the expected survival in the general population for the cohort's distribution of age and sex (dashed/dotted). The population curve is assumed known and therefore does not have a confidence interval.](jpd-9-jpd191652-g002){#jpd-9-jpd191652-g002}

Overall mortality modeling results {#sec0065}
----------------------------------

Results of survival analyses for overall and PD-related mortality are shown in [Table 1](#jpd-9-jpd191652-t001){ref-type="table"}. Overall mortality increased significantly with increasing age, male sex, higher LED, and presence of PD-MCI at baseline. The global test for non-linear contributions was non-significant (*p*-value 0.08). Schoenfeld residual indicated some possible deviation from the assumption of proportional hazards (*i.e.* constant hazard ratios over time) for sex, UPDRS-III Levy B and PD-MCI as shown in [Fig. 3](#jpd-9-jpd191652-g003){ref-type="fig"}. However, these deviations were considered insufficient to warrant a more complex model. As a check, a model stratified on sex was also fitted, which rendered very similar results with all estimates less than half a standard error from the reported model ([Table 2](#jpd-9-jpd191652-t002){ref-type="table"}). The observed and bootstrap corrected C-statistic were 0.79 and 0.77 respectively, indicating good discriminative performance. Since LED relates to motor symptom severity as measured by the UPDRS-III, its presence in the model might mask the effect of motor symptom severity. A *post-hoc* analysis was conducted to evaluate whether this was the case. Removing LED from the model revealed a significantly increased risk of mortality for higher UPDRS-III Levy B score (HR 1.14, 1.01--1.29 95% CI, *p*-value 0.04). The estimates of other coefficients and their significance level were very similar to the full model, including the estimated coefficient for UPDRS-III Levy A score.

###### 

Multivariable Cox model evaluating the hazard of mortality (*n* = 129)

                                      β       SE         95% CI        HR (*e*^β^)   z-statistic     *p*
  -------------------------------- -------- ------ ------------------ ------------- ------------- ---------
  Overall mortality                                                                               
    Age (per year)                   0.10    0.02     (0.07; 0.14)        1.11          6.11       \<0.005
    Sex (male)                       0.78    0.25     (0.30; 1.27)        2.19          3.17        0.002
    UPDRS-III A (per point)         --0.01   0.02    (--0.05; 0.03)       0.99          0.41        0.681
    UPDRS-III B (per point)          0.09    0.07    (--0.05; 0.22)       1.09          1.30        0.193
    LED (per 100 mg)                 0.18    0.09     (0.00; 0.35)        1.19          2.01        0.045
    MMSE (per point)                 0.12    0.08    (--0.04; 0.27)       1.13          1.52        0.130
    PD-MCI (present)                 0.63    0.27     (0.10; 1.17)        1.88          2.31        0.021
  PD-related mortality                                                                            
    Age (per year)                  --0.07   0.02   (--0.11; --0.04)      0.93          2.65       \<0.005
    Sex (male)                       0.15    0.24    (--0.33;0.62)        1.16          2.36        0.55
    UPDRS-III Levy A (per point)    --0.01   0.02    (--0.05; 0.04)       0.99          0.96        0.75
    UPDRS-III Levy B (per point)     0.05    0.07     (0.08; 0.19)        1.06          1.69        0.44
    LED (per 100 mg)                 0.19    0.09     (0.01; 0.37)        1.21          1.19        0.04
    MMSE (per point)                 0.11    0.08    (--0.04; 0.27)       1.12          1.91        0.15
    PD-MCI (present)                 0.62    0.27     (0.09; 1.16)        1.86          3.10        0.02

The reference categories were female and no cognitive impairment. For continuous variables, hazard ratios are expressed per unit difference on their scale of measurement (e.g., years for age and UPDRS-III points). Abbreviations: HR = hazard ratio; SE = standard error of β, 95% CI = 95% confidence interval for β.

![Evaluation of proportional hazards assumption. The graphs show scaled Schoenfeld residuals (circles) on which a smooth curve (solid) and 95% confidence interval (dashed) were estimated, together with the Cox model coefficients presented in [Table 1](#jpd-9-jpd191652-t001){ref-type="table"} for male sex, UPDRS-III Levy B, and PD-MCI (dashed/dotted, constant over time). These three variables showed some deviation from the assumption of a constant hazard ratio over time. The estimated effect of sex seems to decline late in follow-up, a short-term effect of UPDRS-III Levy B may have been missed, and the effect of PD-MCI at baseline seems to decline gradually over time. None of these deviations were deemed strong enough to necessitate a more complex model, but strong enough to report.](jpd-9-jpd191652-g003){#jpd-9-jpd191652-g003}

###### 

Multivariable Cox model evaluating the hazard of mortality (*n* = 129) and stratified on sex

                                 β       SE        95% CI       HR (*e*^β^)   z-statistic     *p*
  --------------------------- -------- ------ ---------------- ------------- ------------- ---------
  Overall mortality                                                                        
    Age (per year)              0.10    0.02    (0.07; 0.14)       1.11          5.97       \<0.005
    UPDRS-III A (per point)    --0.02   0.02   (--0.06; 0.03)      0.98          0.77        0.440
    UPDRS-III B (per point)     0.10    0.07   (--0.04; 0.24)      1.11          1.43        0.152
    LED (per 100 mg)            0.18    0.09    (0.01; 0.35)       1.20          2.08        0.038
    MMSE (per point)            0.10    0.08   (--0.04; 0.25)      1.11          1.38        0.168
    PD-MCI (present)            0.57    0.27    (0.04; 1.09)       1.76          2.10        0.036

The reference category was no cognitive impairment. For continuous variables, hazard ratios are expressed per unit difference on their scale of measurement (e.g., years for age and UPDRS-III points). Abbreviations: HR = hazard ratio; SE = standard error of β, 95% CI = 95% confidence interval for β.

PD-related mortality modeling results {#sec0070}
-------------------------------------

Regarding PD-related mortality, earlier onset of PD, higher LED at baseline, and PD-MCI significantly increased the hazard. The likelihood ratio test for non-linear contributions was non-significant (*p*-value 0.16) and there were no indications of non-proportional hazards. The observed and bootstrap corrected C-statistic were 0.68 and 0.64 respectively, indicating that PD-related survival is harder to predict than overall survival based on the characteristics under observation.

DISCUSSION {#sec0075}
==========

Overall mortality was associated with a higher age at PD onset, male sex, higher LED at baseline, and presence of mild cognitive impairment (level II PD-MCI) at baseline. Furthermore, mortality in the PD cohorts was clearly higher than expected based on population data, where significantly increased hazard of PD-related mortality was associated with early onset of PD, higher LED at baseline, and presence of PD-MCI at baseline.

Our findings with respect to overall mortality are in agreement with earlier findings by MacLeod et al. \[[@ref004]\] on factors frequently associated with mortality in PD based on a large systematic review. They found that increasing age at onset, male sex, presence of dementia, and higher parkinsonian impairment scores are frequently reported to be related to overall mortality in PD. In comparison to mild cognitive impairment, dementia is a more severe state of cognitive decline with functional impairment, and therefore expected to be more strongly related to mortality. We found that an earlier stage of cognitive decline was also related to mortality. Considering previous reports of the association between higher parkinsonian impairment scores and mortality, we did not replicate this finding in terms of an effect of UPDRS-III scores on overall mortality when accounting for LED, but did show a negative impact of higher LED at baseline. Since significant motor impairment is the main reason to start drug treatment, the presence of LED in the model may mask the influence of UPDRS-III on mortality. A *post-hoc* analysis removing LED from the model confirmed this and showed a significantly increased risk of overall mortality for higher UPDRS-III Levy B score on baseline (HR 1.14, 1.01--1.29 95% CI, *p*-value 0.04). Therefore, there was a significant relation between motor symptom severity and overall mortality in the data, but this relation no longer had a significant contribution after accounting for LED at baseline. These mutual relations between patient characteristics clearly illustrate the added value of the multivariable analyses used in the current study.

New findings relate to PD-related mortality, which, to the knowledge of the authors, has not been reported for multiple factors beyond age and sex. In contrast to overall mortality, PD-related mortality was related to early onset PD. This finding may be related to the fact that those who develop PD at an early age, when expected overall mortality in the population is low, have a relatively low risk of mortality due to causes unrelated to PD and therefore a long exposure to the risks of PD. Furthermore, levodopa equivalent dose and mild cognitive impairment at baseline were found to increase the risk of PD-related mortality. As for overall mortality, removal of LED from the model led to an increase of the coefficient for UPDRS-III Levy B score, up to a similar estimate as for overall mortality, but not significantly so (HR 1.10, 0.98--1.26 95% CI, *p*-value 0.10). In general, the similar findings for levodopa equivalent dose, motor symptom severity and mild cognitive impairment with respect to both overall and PD-related mortality were anticipated, since correction for mortality in the general population is not expected to adjust the association between mortality and PD-specific characteristics.

We would like to emphasize that our results with respect to factors found to be associated with mortality, whether overall or PD-specific, do not have a causal interpretation. Our findings are based on observational data and moreover, as illustrated by the unmasking of the effect of motor impairment on mortality when LED is unaccounted for, some factors are collinear. Therefore, our results do not imply any harm of levodopa treatment. Theoretically, the most plausible explanation is that progressive disease in terms of motor impairment leads to both early levodopa treatment and increased mortality. Recent evidence shows the absence of any disease-modifying effect of early levodopa treatment \[[@ref024]\].

The implications of our findings for the broader field of Parkinson's disease research include increased insight into the long-term consequences of patient heterogeneity early in disease and increased insight into the factors associated with this heterogeneity of disease. While mortality is a coarse measure, the importance of age-of-onset and non-dopaminergic features such as cognitive disorder have also been associated with progressive disease in studies aiming find PD subtypes \[[@ref025]\].

Strong aspects include the collection of data from a cohort of newly diagnosed PD patients, high quality prospective follow-up for mortality resulting in complete mortality data for more than 13 years, and expert diagnosis of PD at baseline and follow-up. Limitations encompass inclusion of consecutive out clinic patients instead of a community-based sample, the median 3.3 months' lag between time of initial PD diagnosis and baseline measurement, and the presence of exclusion criteria possibly related to mortality (age over 85, severe global cognitive decline, and the presence of somatic illness with a life expectancy of less than 1 year). While commonly occurring, the latter possibly led to overestimation of survival, since exceptionally prone individuals were excluded. In addition, the strong aspect of long follow-up coincides with the baseline data being collected at a time when there was less awareness concerning the possible importance of for instance autonomic failure, REM sleep behavior disorder and other non-dopaminergic features in explaining heterogeneity in PD \[[@ref025]\]. The same holds for imaging characteristics and cerebrospinal fluid features \[[@ref028]\]. While these features may shed additional light on the relation between PD subtypes and mortality in PD, we do not think that their omission affects the credibility and robustness of our findings in terms of well-established measures in PD. Relating to the timing of data collection, the age at time of PD diagnosis (68.8 years in the current cohort) may change over long periods of time (e.g. decrease due to increased opportunity for early diagnosis or increase due to aging of the population). While findings are always most clearly interpreted in their own time-frame, we think the findings in our cohort, with PD diagnosis based on purely on clinical characteristics, translate to current daily practice. Furthermore, due to the moderate number of events with respect to the number of factors evaluated for influence on mortality, we stress that while positive findings probably relate to clear signal, negative findings may relate to lack of power and are less strong.

Concluding, our findings provide confirmation and extension of the literature on overall mortality in PD, and new insights into PD-related mortality. Future research, possibly combining individual-patient-data from high quality studies on mortality in PD, might further improve precision of the estimates, evaluate additional covariates of possible interest (*e.g.*, imaging and biomarker related measures), and include longitudinal follow-up data on the patient characteristics to allow for dynamic updating of the prediction of mortality with each new measurement.
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